Crochet Hook
Case
A beautiful crochet hook case to store your
hooks, notions and threads.Can be made
bigger to make a holder for your knitting
needles!
Materials/Tools
DK yarn in colour of your choice
3.50mm crochet hook
Outside:
Chain 72
Row 1: 2dc in 2nd chain from hook (counts as first 3dc).
*dc 3 stitches together by skipping middle one (dc3tog)
dc in next 5 stitches
3dc in next stitch
dc in next 5 stitches *
repeat ** to end of row.
Chain 1 and turn
Row 2: 2dc in 2nd chain from hook (counts as first 3dc).
*dc 3 stitches together by skipping middle one (dc3tog)
dc in next 5 stitches
3dc in next stitch
dc in next 5 stitches *
repeat ** to end of row.
Chain 1 and turn
Repeat Row 2 four more times (six in total) and change colour
Repeat, changing colours every 6 rows until reached required width.
To get straight edge on chevron:
Row 1: Join same coloured wool at top stitch of point. Dc in next 5. Dc3tog. Dc in next 5
stitches. Chain 1 and turn.
Row 2: Skip 2 stitches, dc in next 3. Dc3tog. Dc in next 3. skip 2 stitches. Dc in next. Chain
1 turn.
Row 3: Skip 2 stitches, dc in next 3. dc3tog. Dc in next 3. skip 2 stitches. Dc in next. Chain
1 turn. Tie off.
Repeat on each gap.

Lining
Ch 31.
Row 1:
Dc in the 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across; ch 2, turn. (30 sc) (Note: the ch 2 does not
count as the first tr in the next row for this pattern.)
Row 2:
Tr across the next 30 sts. Repeat until row 12
.
Pattern note:
Rows 12-15 form the spine of the lining.
Row 12:
dc in each st across; ch 1, turn (30 dc)Row 13:
Dc in the back loop only of each dc across; ch 1, turn
(30 dc)
Rows 14-15:
Repeat rows 12 and 13; ch 2, turn at the end of
row 15. (30 dc)
Rows 16-25:
Repeat row 2
Rows 26-27:
dc in each stitch across. Before tying off check size against outside.

Pockets x 2
Chain 17
Row 1: Tr in 3rd chain from hook. *Tr in each stitch. 2 chain and turn.*
Row 2 – 11: Repeat from *to*.
Repeat for second pocket.
Finishing:
Pockets:
Sew on to lining on left and right side. Sew down in lines to make pockets for needles and
scissors.
To add the scallop :
Chose an alternating wool. Pin the two sides together.
*3sc in stitch, skip 1, slip stitch in next. Skip 1, 3sc in stitch*. Repeat from * to * until you have
3 sides done.
Cut two pieces of cardboard, measuring have the size of the hook case and slip these in side
by side.
Repeat from * to * until closed and tie off.
Place a few stitches with matching wool to hold cardboard in place.
Button Closer
Chain to desired length, sc in eact stitch and the sew in place. Sew button on.

